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Hampden Academy 
Alternative Education Program

Based on the theory of 
natural consequences vs 
punishment 

Focuses on what it takes 
to get and keep a job 
and be successful  

Builds relationships 
between students and 
teachers and students 
and students 

Meet students where they 
are at



Hampden Academy 
Alternative Education Program

Not a placement program  

Students must go through 
an interview process  

Maximum of 16 students 

No more than 9 per class 

Problem solving and team 
building part of the day -
BMS - SAASK  

Hands on discussion based 
curriculum 

Follow the school day



Natural 
Consequences

Student: 2018 - 2019 Alt. Ed. Sign In

Absences _______ Unexcused _______  Tardies _______              Weekly Grade __________

Absences _______ Unexcused _______  Tardies _______              Weekly Grade __________

Absences _______ Unexcused _______  Tardies _______              Weekly Grade __________

Grades: A = 15 pts. B = 14 - 13 pts.      C = 12 - 11 pts. D = 10 pts. F = 9 or fewer pts.
Your sign in grade for the quarter counts as 1/3 of your academic grades. 

An unexcused absence results in an F for the week 

DATE TIME IN WORKED SHOWED RESPECT
Proper Behavior, Attitude, Technology Use
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Tues          / 

Weds
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.

         / 

Fri          / 
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DATE TIME IN WORKED SHOWED RESPECT
Proper Behavior, Attitude, Technology Use
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Alternative Education Sign In Book 
Daily Assessment 

Alternative Education of Hampden Academy is a program for at-risk students who have 
not been successful in the regular school setting.  We focus on academic, vocational 
and personal growth skills. 

A portion of these skills are graded on a daily basis in our “Sign in Book”.  In the Sign In 
Book, the student and teacher documents student punctuality, work habits, attitude and 
behavior, and proper technology use.  The students are assessed on a 15 point system 
weekly which counts as 1/3 their final grade in every class. 

The Sign In Book tracks students attendance, work skills, social skills, behavior and 
technology use.  It is a beginning or springboard for conversations and work on 
improving skills that are vital for successful employment and or for continuing in post 
secondary education. It is useful to the students because they track their own progress 
with feedback from the teachers in the program.  They see a direct correlation between 
their attendance (showing up), behavior and attitude and their grade.  They get daily 
feedback on these skills and have room and time for improvement.  





Creative Writing through Gaming



Creative Writing - Assessment 

Based on Game play 

This class is designed around creating writing assignments and short stories based on 

games played in the classroom.  A variety of games are chosen.  One to two class 

periods are devoted to playing the game and one to two class periods are devoted 

writing their stories.  Periodically we will take a class period to read each other’s stories.  

So far we have played Pandemic ( a cooperative game where students work together to 

stop four disease from spreading into a world wide pandemic); Ticket to Ride ( a rail 

building board game designed to use their resources to connect cities across the US); 

and a D&D Adventure ( role playing adventure game designed by one of the students). 

The basic outline for the assessment is listed below.  Each actual assignment deals with 

specifics to the individual game.  The idea is to engage the students interest and foster 

creativity.  The beginning assignments will be one page, single spaced, size 12 font.  As 

time progresses the length of the story will increase. The results have been very 

promising thus far. 

Assessment Outline - Write an adventure story based on the game you played.  It must 

be told from the perspective of your character. Try to keep it about the characters you 

were playing and not the people who were playing the parts.  In other words don’t make 

it personal.  Have fun with it. Remember to incorporate elements of the game into the 

story.   

Point Value  

Successfully Incorporates the game play into the writing             25 

Creates well drawn out characters that fit with the game played 25 

Organization - thought process and fluency are clear                       25 

Grammar and Mechanics       25 

Guidelines 

Spend some time 
discussing the general 
outlines and expectations 
and gaming interests of 
the students 

Build your game 
adventures around those 
interests but have a game 
you think will work well 
and that you like to start 
with 

Create time for students 
to share their writing 



Barriers and 
Challenges

If you yourself do 
not like games this 
class will not work 

If there is one 
student who refuses 
to engage  

Absences - how do 
you make up missed 
game play?



Where do I go 
from here?

The challenge in any Alt 
Ed curriculum is to 
make it relatable and 
relevant to students 

Create new ways to 
present curriculum 
based on student needs 
and interests 

learn from mistakes and 
always be willing to 
adapt and change


